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Button Snap Pull Strength Tester HTP 005

Button Snap Pull Strength Tester HTP 005.It is mainly used to test the seaming strength of buttons
on various textiles. Fix the sample on the base, clamp the button with the jig, lift the jig to
disengage the button, and read the required tension value from the tension gauge.

It can be configured with NK, HP,FB series push-pull force gauges and special fixtures, which are
specially used to measure the fastening force of buttons or the destructive force of breaking away
from clothing.Testing the fastening strength of buttons and buttons is a very important standard,
especially in the design and manufacture of baby and children's clothing. The measurement of a
certain force on the button fastening decoration needs to be recorded by a strength instrument.

Application:
The purpose of this test is to define the responsibility of the garment manufacturer to ensure that
the buttons, buttons and fasteners are properly secured to the garment and prevent the buttons
from detaching from the garment and posing a risk of swallowing by the infant.

Therefore, all buttons, buttons and fasteners on garments must pass the test of the button strength
tester.
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It is mainly used to test the seaming strength of buttons on various textiles. Fix the sample on the
base, clamp the button with the jig, lift the jig to disengage the button, and read the required
tension value from the tension gauge.

Features:
1.Easy to operate, no training required
2.Suitable for manufacturers and buyers to use
3.Suitable for young children as well as clothing and soft toys

4.Suitable for product design and production inspection

5. Sturdy and durable, thus require less maintenance

6.HUST TONY Button snap pull testers are sold to many countries worldwide with an
export history of 17 years, a good reputation, as well as reliable quality.

Technical Parameter

Model HTP 005
External Dimension 260*310*820mm(LW*H)
Package Dimension 350*360*850mm(LWH)
Gross Weight 41KG
Net Weight 32KG
Standard Accessories Imada Pointer Push-Pull Force Gauge FB-30LB 1 Pcs

TW-001Upper Universal Clamp 1 Pcs
TW-232 Upper Grasp Button Clamp 1 Pcs
TW-002Calibration Weight 15LB 1 Pcs
TW-240 Three Pronged Clamp 1 Pcs
TW-003Uper Stud Clamp 1 Pcs
TW-004 Lower Fabric Clamp 1 Pcs
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